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EVALUATION
The objective of this program was to review
currently available
memory testing algorithms and to assess their
large scale integrated circuit random access inadequacies in testing
memories (RAMs).
This
was accomplished by first dividing memory
faults
into three typical
classes: functional faults, pattern sensitive
faults, and DC parametric
faults. In general, the following results
were determined.
A test algorithm to detect functional faults
was developed using
"march type" operations, and it was
'for a category of coupling faults. then shown to be a minimal test
The
of Eulerian cycles in
directed graphs produced a near minimal use
test algorithm for the detection
and location of neighborhood pattern sensitive
faults. Test procedures
were developed to detect abnormal access
times in RAMs and stuck-atfailures in dynamic RAMs.
The above procedures should reduce the complexity
of testing
ments for high density memories.
The results of this effort will requirebe incorporated into detail specifications for
semiconductor RAMs in support
of MIL-M-38510, General Specification for
Microcircuits.

ALLEN P. CONVERSE
Project Engineer
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CHAPTER I
INTODUCTION

Rapid developments in semiconductor technology have made larger
and denser semiconductor memories on a single chip a reality (11, 4,
10, 209 28, 31., 32).

Semiconductor memories can be divided into

two types.

One is a read-and-write type and the other is a read-

only type,

It is common to call a memory of read-and-write type

as a RAH (random-access-memory) if the memory can be accessed at
any call location in the memory independent of the cell location of
the previous operation. A read-agid-write type of memory which can
be accessed in a serial fashion only is nat said to be a RAM and we
will not consider this typo of memory.

A memory of read-only type-

in said to be a ROM (read-only-memory) and a memory of this type
cannot be written with new data while the memory is under a normal
operational mode.

There are some ROMs which can be erased and

rewritten with new data by way of some special processes which are
idepending on the tathnotogy empoe

toea

-specific ROK and the

erdasing And rawritiag processes are normally done iwhile the memory
io not under the normal operation mode.
*customarily

Random access memories are

available in sites of 9 words with a bits per word,,
where N Is commonly a number which equals a positive Integer power

o0f tvo. Throughout' this thesis, walsos.otherwise specified, we.*

lol

assume that rn-1.

It is also a normal practice to give the number

of bits in a RAM as Mk, where k"1024 bits.

RAMs with 16k bits are

in commercial use (321 and RA~s with 64k bite and 128k bits are
being developed.
As more and more memory cells are packed into a single RAM
chip, not only does the number of failures associated with RAMs increase but the nature of failure modes becomes much more complex.
It turns out to be very difficult to detect or locate memory faults,

mainly because of the large number of cells in a single RAM chip
and also because of the varieties of the technology being used in
manufacturing of those densely packed RAM chips.

With these in-

creasing difficulties in testing large sized RA~s, most of the RAH
manufacturing industries are still relying upon a broken-reef which
was used to be an acceptable test for small sized RAMs and totally
giving up comprehensive teats because such comprehensive tests may
eventually lead those manufacturers to the a-71tuation that they cannot compete with others In the market due to the high cost of memory
testing.

This ts why we need some new practical test algoritzlas

for the densely packed RA~s with a reasonably good fault coverage..
But it Is emy to see that it Is almost impossible to perform

a perfect teat to prove that a given RAM operate*. correctly in allcombinations of datalpatterns, accessing orderso DC parameters,
timing parametetas, etc. for exasple, 'to exercise a smeoy 'of 1k bits
in all data. combinations. at least 24 1.02 RAM -And WRITE. operatimns
are.ý rquired.

-That meons it vill take more tha~a

O

yrs

ita

100

nanosecond memory cycle time to test a memory of 1k bits only

for all the possible data combinations.

For this reason the normal

strategy in testing RAMs with large number of memory cello, coummonly
1k bits or more, is to identify their failure modes and use this
information to design test procedures to deatect the faults caused
by these failure modes.

There are quite -ifew test algorithms de-

signed to detect one or more of known f~.Iure modes [5, 9, 11, 12,
19, 21, 24, 26, 29, 30). Lists of such procedures can be found in
references [5, 12, 16] together with the failure modes they cover,
However, as we will show in the next chapter, all of them are Inadequate to be used to test large scale Integrated circuit RAMs for
one reason or another.

In designing move effective and practically

usable test algorithms we will take two basic Ideas Into consideration, one-is that of all known test algorithms we will choose some

methods which are moat effective in detecting faults at the same
time being simple and proportional to the number of cells In-the.
memory and to -be easily Implemented.

The other Idea Is that we will,

.try to get the maximum fault coverage from each chosen method while
-making use of the comon design concepts of

AMS. .'Out-test algoi-

rithms will be made applicable to all. LWM.
The organization of this ruport isa olw.Ithaptr

X

ýthe'general problem area of RAM t~ating is discufssd and SWO, deficiencies and Imoracticalities in kaowntest algori1thas are poin-ted4
out CaporII dLcuse fi.tiouaJ. fault modell matc algoritha
and fault cotsorage of ýthis minimal mrch alxorithm we found.

Un

Chapter IV practical neighborhood for pattern sensitive faults together
with its fault model is given and minimal test algorithms for detection
and location of the neighborhood pattern sensitive faults are found.
Chapter V contains conclusions.
Appendix A includes a description of the development of a procedure
to detect abnormal access times in semiconductor RA~s.

Appendix B describes

aifault model for stuck-at failures in dynamic RUMs, and It indicates a
te~st procedure for their detection.

P AL

CHAPTER II
RAM TESTING AND INADEQUACIES
IN KNOWN RESULTS

2.1

RAM TestiaK

Semiconductor RAMs are generally of two types t173, viz. (i)
static and (ii)

dynamic.

Static RAMs consist of flip-flops and

generally each flip-flop is one memory cell which is able to store
a bit of information [31, 32).

Static RAMs employ various techno-

logies such as bipolar transistor, MOSFET, SOS, Schottky diode,
etc.

Each technology has its own advantages and disadvantages, so

users may choose proper ones which fit their requirements most.
RAMs keep the data in the form of charge on a capacitor

, +Dynamic
.

(1, 4, 10, 28] and one typical value of such storage capacitance CGaý
with an inversion layer electrode under a silicon gate is 55fF
(1 femtofarad

(fF) - 10715 farads) [281.

Most of the dynamic RAN&

are using MOS technology with a few variations 11. 4, 10, 28).

A

dynamic RAM requires periodic refreshing cycle, typically 2 milli-

"seconds, since the stored data in the storage capacitors will be
eventually leaked through several different paths depending on the
actual technologies used for the design of the memory [9, 10, 11].
Several typical memory cell designs are show In Figure 1 [10, 18,

"20, 28, 31, 32].

,..-ur

-

5
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Figure 1. Memory Cell Configurations

Most of comm.ercially available RAMs have two dimensional memory
cell array, row and column address decoder, write driver, sense
amplifier, 1/0 port and control unit.

A block 4iagrax of semicon-

du'~tor RAM Is given In Figure 2 1303. A memory cell array is divided
in~to a rows and n columnsa. -Aparticular cell In the memory cell
array to accessed by addressing the row and the column corresponding
to the '4sll and activating proper operation mode either READ or
WRITE.

Throughout this- thesis we assume that the ceonry calls are

numbered 0 through N-1 or equivalently the addresses of. the cells
are numbered 0 through N-1I.

By testing of RAHs we sea" the application of a selected'test.
aforitba to the RA~s to detect or locate faults.
E and ama
of a sequence of.i
RA. il generl each test algorithX 1. apple

norally~cmrs
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different supply-voltages, and timing conditions under several different temperature settings.

With large number of applications of

test algoritLim, the manufacturers determir.e the worst case conditions.

But to keep the cost of testing within economic limits,

production level testings are done against the worst case conditions
within a few seconds, for example,

1.5 seconds for a 4k RAM [I1].

For this reason it is quite obvious that test algorithms should be
optimized with respect to the number of operations they require.
Test algorithms for RAMs can be conceptually divided into three
parts (29, 30] (no standard terminology exists in this area and we
are adopting the one in reference (30] as it appears to be most
commonly used):
1.

Functional testing:

the Lest must detect physical failures

which cause the RAM to function incorrectly; e.g., faults in memory
cells, address logic, sense amplifiers, write drivers, noise coupling
between cells, acc.
2.

Pattern sensitivity testing:

even though a RAM has no phy-

sical failure, there could be device anomalies and parasitic effects which could make its dynamic behavior sensitive to data and/or
patter•s.

The test must detect these conditions; e.g.,

the effect

of dynamic behavior of certain memory cells on the contents of another
cell, sensitivity of various timiug parameters (6, 7,
V

3,

D.C. parameter testing:

14].

etc.

the D.C. parameters like power die-

sipation, fan out capabilities, noise margins and leakage currents
must be checked..

.3

For dynamic RAMs an extra test procedure to detect faults in
refresh circuitry must be included.
Since D.C. parameter testing is usua'.ly not a major problem
area in the testing of RAMs [11, 301, this thesis will only deal with
the areas of functional testing and pattern sensitivity testing.

In

the following two sections, we will discuss the inadequacies of the
currently known test algorithms for the functional testing and pattern sensitivity testing.
2.2

Functional Testing

By considering various failure modes in the components of a RAM
(the memory cell array, the address decoder, the READ/WRITE logic)
it was earlier shown that the following fault model is appropriate
for deriving functional test algorithms for RAM [29* 30).

Fault Model A:
1. One or more calls are stuck-at-tero or stuck-aC-one (these
faults are called cell stuck-at faults).

It should be

emphasized that when a cell is stuck-at-x, then it will r&amain in z state, Independent of reads and writes In any cal:
of the memory.
2.

One or more cells fail to undergo a 0 to 1 and/or I toO0
transition,, when the-complement of the contents of the.
mewry cell is written into the cell (these faults are.
called transition fault.

.9

. ....
...

3. There exist two or more cells which are coupled.

By this

it is meant that a 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 transition in a cell
changes the state of another cell in the memory, independent
of the contents of other cells.

This does not imply that

if a transition in the state of cell i changes the state
of cell J, a transition in the state of cell j changes the
state of cell i (these faults are called coupling faults).
Definition 1:

The faults given in the Fault Model A are called

functional faults.
Earlier several algorithms were given to detect some or all of
the functional faults (2, 5, 9, 11, 17, 19, 29o 30].

But it was

shown In reference 21 that with the exception of test algorithms

called GALPAT and GALWREC all the test procedures proposed to date
are unable to detect all of the functional faultpt.

But unfortunately&

since GALPAT and GALVUEC required 0(N 2 ) operations they are-not applicable to lar~ge tthMs 19, 11, 16, 30).

For example GALPAT requires

over eight minutes for one application to a 16K RAM with 500 n second,
READ/WRITE cycle time.

It should also be mentioned that, several

teat procedures that require 0(N 3/ operations (0.got Galloping_
Diagonal [So 11, 161s GALTCOL (2, 5, 113) havebeen proposed and used.
Thefaut cvergeof these test procedures Is ~Aot as cosureeove

Kas

GUALT 12,5,10

1, 16].-

urthermore. these procedure smay

tint

be

Practical Lor memories with' 16K ormkov.ý cells. Poi example, with a

500 n second READ/WRITE cycle time GALTCOL would require over six
seconds for one application.

There are some test algorithms whose

test length ia 0(N) [24, 26].

But none of them claim to have

minizality against any class of functional faults and some necessary
conditions in one algorithm (24] turn out to be not necessary as will
be shown in the next chapter.

Of those test'algorithms two of then

(24, 26] have reasonable test length, 31N and 30N, but by utilizing
the fault detection capabilities of the march type algorithm we
can reduce the test length further and end up with having minimal
test algorithm among a class of algorithms for certain category of
,functional faults, as will be shown in the next chapter.
2.3

Pattern Sensitive Faults

Unrestricted pattern sensitive faults are much more difficult
to detect than the functional faults [5, 11, 14).

The worst case

test length of the unrestricted pattern sensitive faults was eetablished by Htayes, where the pattern sensitivie fault model is for-.
malized by defining an incompletely specified sequential machine
with 2 states and 3NI inputs (141.ý The resulting test procedure
requires O3N + 2N)2t RMA/WRITE operations. It Is easy to see
ýthat this teat procedure cannot be used in practice.
we need about i~10

For example,

REA/VRITE operations for a 1IK RAM. -For this,

An
Veason,it isnecessary. to find- some other proper methods which .-

reduce the length of test procedures for pattera sensitive faults
that. are nost likely- to. occur..

There are two.different approaches known.

One is finding test

procedures which can detect pattern sensitive faults due to some
identifiable anomalies such as dynamic timing parameters urder their
q

worst case condition.

In fact several of such anomalous behaviors

of most RAMs and their worst case conditions have been identified
[9, 29., 30]

and a few procedures to detect failures due to these

problems have been given in the references [9, 29].

But as was

pointed out in the reference [263 some of those procedures exhibit
their own deficiencies.

Moreover, the pattern sensitive faults can

be caused not only by the identifiable anomalies but by any combinations of known and/or unknown anomalies.

So the first approach can

only cover the pattern sensitive faults which happen to fit the
identifiable anomalies.

This is why we need another approach which

can detect pattern sensitive faults without considering actual individual causes of the faults, but with taking into consideration of
the most likely faults in the memory.
The other approach is checking all possible dynamic patterns
ofaiueighborlhood" for each memory cell in the RAM under teat. We
Eound thaL Lite folloving fault model is. appropriate for this approach.
Fault Model B.
1,
4.

The content of a memory cell, say Gt, changes as a result:
of certain patterns of zeros, ones, zero to one trasitions .
.andor one to zero cranuitions -in the memory cells in the

Ii

S:
:

,:

:

.

..

.

.

"neighborhood" of Ci, where Ci is not supposed to change its
contents.
2. A memory cell, say C,, cannot perform a zero to one transition and/or a one to zero transition due to certain patterns of zeros and ones in the "neighborhood" of C.
Note:

In Chapter IV we will define a neighborhood that appears to be
appropriate for the semiconductor random access memories being
produced.

Definition 2:

The faults given in the fault model B are called

pattern sensitive faults (PSFs).

But even with this definition of PS? It turns out to be 1mpractical to test PSF if the "neighborhood" contains large numnber
of swory cells.

So it is necessary to find further reasonable

restrictions on the sime of the neighborhood.

There are couple of

known test procedures which belong to this approach (14s 273.

One

Is the test algorithm for single (local).pattern sensitive faults.
by Hayes which can detect certain pattern. sensitive faults.

This

procedure requires 2720N4 P=ADRITZ operations for the neigbothood
2
;q)24 UEAD/ITE operations for each neighborhood of size q.

The

other procedure io the API teat by Stnot (271. for A fIV*-'cell.
neighborhood with 64N SEAD/UTE operations.

But it can be e"sily

seen that this test doesn't cover, all the MeV of the fault mdodl

V

for the five-ce1-46g

iboho~o.
13,

ý

2.4 Conclusion of Survey
So far every knooin fault testing algorithm for
solid state
RAMA has .falien into either of the following two cases
or both:
(1)when the teat length is reasonably short, its
fault coverage is
not broad enough to be used alone. Furthermore,
there are no known

good methods of combining some of those te~st algorithms
to achieve
a desirable fault coverage; (2)when a t~eat algorithm
has compre-

hensive coverage of faults, the test length becomes
impractically
long to be used for a larger sized RAM. Also it
can be noticed that
moat of the test algorithms were designed by using
more intuitio~n

than systematic analysis.,
Hence in this report we will do the following:

(1) def Ine a

fault model for f unctional faults and choose a neighborhood
for a.
neighborhood pattern sensitive fault model, (2) find
a lover bound
on ,the nwber of operations required for each fault
model and (3)
develop test 'algorithms which meet or closely approach
the lower
bounds and cover the faults in the fault models

14

"N

CHAPTER III
MINIMAL TEST ALGORITHR FOR
FUNCTIONAL FAULTS

3.1

Fault Model

The coupling faults are the ones which are not completely
covered by currently known test algorithms with the exception of the
GALPAT and GALWREC.

So we will refine the definition of coupling

faults depending on the expected nature of the coupling faults then

we will define several new categories of coupling faults by regrouping these types of coupling faults.
Definition 3:
AYet-0rica)

A meuory cell, say ith cell, is said to be

L.l
coopled

0l-

( (l0L-ayi~e~trically_.coupled) to-the jth call,

i~jo If and only if a.0 to I (I to 0) transition In the contents of

ith cell. changess indepeadent of the cotns
contents of the ith tell. from 0uto

O efinitton 4i

fohr

elthe

and from I to 0.

A memory cell, any ith cello, is-said to be (.:)

cell, Iij if and only it a 0 to .1 -(1 to 0) transition it. the Cootenti :of the j ticel
haes in
epedt of the contents of other.

Celle. the coatcots of the ith cell only vhen. Itiseo

Definition 5:

A mem~ory cell, say ith cell, is said to be (O41;l)-

asymmetrically coupled _((l-00;l)-asrmietrically coupled) to the jth
cell, i~j, if and only if a 0 to 1 (1 to 0) transition in the contents of the jth cell changes, independenL Of the contents of other
cells, the contents of the ith

cell only when it is one.

The cell4, Ci and Ci in all three of above definitions will be
called coupled c-211 and coupling cell, respectively.
Note that if a cell$ say C,, Is (x-*;y)-asymmetrically coupled
to cell C then after an x to x transition in the contents of C is
made, the contents of Ciwill be y regardless of its original contents.

Coupling faults can arise due to capacitive coupling be-

tween cells or due to leakage current from one cell to another
112, 16].
By using these refined definitions of coupling faults we can
have fifteen different combinations of coupling faults between&any
two storage cells in the memory an listed below In Table U., -N*Xt
we doefn soaevt al categories of functional faualts and then.-derive,
test algorithm8 'for,what. will be -called Category.. fwictional fauits~
Defintion 6: A RAM( is said to .contaln one of the -following three
catgoieso'functional faults depending on the nature-o
ouln
-auto
In t

Vunder
AHe
test:

J., CategoU.tIcoupling, faults. In a,RAM are characterized as the

fauLts fhum I through .8of 'Table I (L~e.. aIll coupliog faults:

:16:

Table I.
List of Functional Couplings

1. (0*1; O)-asymmetrically

2. (l.O;l)-asyiinetrically

5. (0+1;0)-asyimmetrically and (140;0)-asymmetrically
6. (0*1;0)-asyu~etrically and (1*0;1)-asy~etrically

7. (0+1;1,)-asyumetrically and (1*0;0)-asymmetrically
8. (041;1)-asy~etrically and (1*0;1)-asymmetrically
9. (01).symmetrically
10.

(140)-sytnetrical1y

11.

(04'1)-.yumattically and (1*O;O)-asymetrically

12.

(0~1)-syuaetrically and (1+O;1I)-asysitrlc&lly

13.
14.

(1*0)-symmtrically -and (O*I1;O)-&*Yinatrka11y
(0-oymetrically and(0*1; 1)-momtrcally

*~

~

A .1.(r-yatico1y. and (140)-symmtrieally.

(0#1)
yow

2.

coupling faults in a RAN are characterized as the

Category -

faults 1, 2, 3, 4, 9 and 10 of Table 1 (i.e., a memory cell C1
Is couplsd to a memory cell C in exactly one way).
3.

Category III coupling faults include all faults in Table 1.

Note that the categories of functional faults defined above
allow any number of couplings as long a& the conditions on the individual coupling faults are satisfied.
To derive test algorithms following definitions are required.

Definition 7:
1.

Every memory cell in a RAM has three states.

Internal state is the actual content of a memory cell.

2. Apparent seate. is the result of read operation of a memory cell.
-3. is the expected content of
Epected Cate

moreswit
Defuinition 8:

operaclo

£

cell after one or.

..

Fat.arestaid to be detected if sad only if there.

"exist one or sore dt fference. beto

epected statet..a6 the

en the

aparent, states of the cello4 ataer test.
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These assumptions are implicit in all the work on memory
testing and appear to be valid for the current memory technologies.
In testing mamory for Category I coupling faults, the memory under
test is assumed to have four or more memory cells.

There are no known bounds on the number of operations required.
for any of these categories of faults.

In this chapter we will

determine a lower bound for Category I coupling fault detection by
assuming that only march type algorithm is used.

)J

There are some

recently developed test procedures which can detect all of the Category I coupling faults with O(N) READ/WRITE operations [24, 26],
they are not minimal in test length.

but

We will find a minimal test

algorithm for the Category I coupling faults and investigate its
coverage of fault other than the Category I coupling faults.

3.2

March AlRorithm

All the currently known memory testing algorithms with O(N)

A

READ/WRITE operations for functional fault detection are using march
type operations.

Major advantages of the march type operations

among many techniques currently being used for the memory testing

algorithms are based on their simplicity.

Because of the simpli-

city, march type test algorithm is easy to analyze and handy to
implement

in actual memory testing devices.

There are only two

different orlers to be considered in the .jarch type test algorithms.
The memory operations .r

uired to be applied to each memory cell

during the application of one march element have. to be saie

19 .

f or every

R

In this section we formally define march ele-

cell in the memory.

ment and march algorithm and dig out several important properties
of march algnrithms.
A RAM under test is assumed to be able to perform

Definition 9:

both READ and WRITE operations.

We use the

following notations:

R

-

READ operation on a cell,

W

a

WRITE operation on a cell,

WO

0

An operation of writing 0 into a cell,

V1

-

An operation of writing 1 into a cell,

V

-

An operation of writing the complement of the previous apparent or expected state of a cell,

S

An operation oi writing I into a cell when the

-

previous apparent or expected state of the cell
was 0,
An operation of writing 0 into a cell when the

-

previous apparent or expected state of the cell
was O.

Definition 10:

element is a finite sequence of operations
iarch

A

&pplied to every cell In the memory in either one of two orders,
increasing address order from address zero or decreasing address
from address (N.-1), where operations applied to each cell

""order

have to be the same for every cell.
... '

j+:
.
'

-eac cellfrom
Let

d o

ethe, oper-i
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opera-,.
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:tiome 0. through 0 being applied to each cell from thelowest
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denote the operations 01 through 0 m being applied to each cell from
the highest addressed cell to the lowest addressed cell.
ndenote either 0,.

Also let

or 01... 0.

Definition 11: A march algorithm is a finite sequence of march
elements.

It can be denoted as (Mt~**j ~,

where Miis a

march element, 1<,i<m.
In a march algorithm, (0'~
each other since (01,2

and (0102) dre different from

implies that the operation 01 is applied

to each cell in the increasing address order then the operation 02
is applied to each cell in the increasing address order while (12
implies that the operation 01 is applied to the lowest addressed
cell first and the operation 02 is applied to the same cell next

and then the same operations in the same order are performed on the
next higher addressed cell and so on until all the operations are
finished at the highest addressed coell,

In memory operational we

are assuming thxat readinga memory cell does not effect the contents
of any memory celia.

That, is to soy that we are assuming that

internal state of cell is same as its-apparent state,

In the remainder of this chapter we will derive a tCest
*

procedure to detect functional faults that include Category
coupling faults.

We have found It convenient to first derive a teat

algorithm to detect Category I coupling faults and then augment it
.~,to,

'

cover the &stuck-atand transition faults,
this section and the next sect.*M wel.aSWu

For this reason in

that only category

A

coupling faults are potentially present in the memory under test.
Definition 12: A march algorithm is said to be a complete march test
for Category I coupling faults if and only if we can conclude that
there do not exist any Category I coupling faults in the memory
whenever all the read operations in the algorithm show no differences
between expected states and corresponding apparent states.
Definition 13: A march algorithm is said to be an incomplete march
test for Category I coupling faults if we cannot conclude nonexistance of any Category I coupling faults in the memory with no differences between expected states and corresponding apparent states
from all the read operations in the algorithm.
Definition 14: A march algorithm is said to be an irredundant

complete march test if and only if deletion of any one or more
operations from the algorithm results in an incomplete march test.
Definition 15: A march algorithm is said to be a minimal complete
march test if and only if

there is no other complete march test

which requires fewer number of oper'ations.e
Note that a minimal complete march test is an irredundant
complete march test.
Before we start constructing minima' complete march tests, it
*its

necessary to lavestigate some m

propermach

march. tests.,
which~~~
bpatomimlcOmlte
can

22-

eueaents

Lenmma 1:

Let A be an irredundant complete march test for Category I
If a march element of this algorithm has read

coupling fax.lts.

operations then the march element has one and only one read operation.

Furthermore, the read operation has to be the first oper-

ation in the a~arch element.
Proof:

Let O..._.1 be a march element with read operations.

1. If nwl then the lemma is clearly true.
2. If ný2 then let 0be a read operation and 2U1k.n.
a. If 0 k

is also a read operation then 0reads the same

apparent state for each cell as

0k

has read.

So 0is

not necessary.
b. If 0

is a write operation then

0k

essentially reads what

was written into a cell in the izmmediately preceding write
operation.

But such a read operation is unnecessary since

in the absence of transition faults and cell stuck-at faults,
the apparent, expected and Internal state of the iiowry cell
are all idenitical. at that time.
Because of a and b no operation can precede, a read operationin a
ýmavch element of an-i iredundauii complete.marXch a.1orithw.

There-

for*$ only place a read operation. Can appearLu .:a m.atch element iai
the first-position*

Loo

V

2%ma
If.' vat~ch- element of ao irredundant complete march testt
oe- than one witive oj ration: thrk: ~ny kVoc uos .~4e vrie
.23.

ý4.

operations must write into each cell two different values, i.e.,
if the first write operation of the two is an operation of writing a
zero then the second one should be an operation of writing a one,
and vice versa.
Proof:

In the absence of transition and stuck-at faults the first

of the two write operations is guaranteed to put memory cell in the

desired state and hence the second operation is redundant.
Q.EeD.
As a result of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, a march element with one
or more write operations can be denoted by specifying at least one
write operation of the march element at the beginning or limmediately
after a read operation and the number of the write operations
following the. sp~eified oiaea.
0'-ý

0

...0k 2m ),

For example, a march element

W~ and mW 3 implies that-there are m(21m)

write operations of'which each-write operation-couiplements the
-previous ,content of the memory cell iumodiately, following. the fUrst
k-aperations.,
:Theorem 1:

Let MR be

mak
me

vr
ith-four or .more -cells..Ase

that

MR -has 'nor transition faulte aud stuck-at f aul'ts.* Let the mewory
Wae either,:zer~od in. all loca tions or anes in all locations whett it
ispowered up

~

10&o'

idt -,.'co pIzU 'fau

o

ac

owi

Table :2 with

an Arredundanv.comp1.t6-miarch, test, the parch element la the :cottaeotow of Tab~le .2ý has to be iclu4*d in -th iuedua~d~t.
s~nding
po
Co1Wkto 1ýjih -test.
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Table 2
Typical Coupling Faults and D-atecting
March Element in M1R

Typical Coupling Fault(s) in MfR

Detecting
March Elements

1.* C3 is (0410O) and (1*O;1) coupled to CO*
C3 is (Oo1;1) coupled to C1 and
C3 is (140;0) coupled to C2
2. C3 is (O*1;O) and (1*O;1) coupled to Coo
C3 Is (1*O;O) coupled to C1 and

C3 is (0+.1;1) coupled to C2
3.

C2 Is (0*1,,0) and (1inG;1) coupled

R4f(W)
___

to Co and C,
1

20o R*(2)

4. C0 is (0*1t*O) and (1*0;1) coupled toC

Is (O*l;1).coupled to C. and
C0 Is (1*O;O) coupled to C1
0

I

5. C0 -is (" 1;0) and (l.0;,l) coupled to C3
C0 to (1*0;O) coupled to C2 and
C0 to ("W1&) coupled to
6. C1 ls (Oal;0).and (4*0; 1)-coupled
to C3 aan. Cr
2
.3

.

o'tot: a Is a nonnegtiv,4

Iia

intotger.

___

IW

L

Proof:

We will prove this theorem by assuming absence of each

required march element of Table 2 and showing nondetectability of
the correspon~ding coupling fault.

This will give us contradiction

to the completeness of the irredundant com~plete march test.
1. If -Rt-(w is not included in the test then the test cannot detect
the coupling fault 1 of Table 2, since as shown below no march
element can sensitize this fault.
(a)

0 10040n

cannot sensitize the fault since (1) it does not

have any operations on C0,Cl and C2 prior to the operations
on C3, (2) at the end of

0 1... 0 n

C3 will have internal state

which is same as its expected state because C3 is (O*l;O)
and (140O;1) coupled to Co.
(b)

f(m) or 4(m cannot sensitize the fault at the end of the
march element since C3 has no transition or stuck-at faults
and hence C3 will be written correctly and no further
change can be made on C.

c)R()cannot sensitize the fault before C3 is. read In the
d)march element *.Lace C3 is (l-00;0) couple) toC.

betveen C3 and C2 cannot occur,,
how there. are' nouremrd

lements to be. considered other thani

r? (U) tom
is 14Uicluded~i
t

Vthecoupling

the test-tethtstow

fault I of T&ble2g
26:

dec

boa.sineaaowobelow-nom atch

element can sensitize this fault.

(a) 01,0ncannot sensitize the fault since (1) it does not
have any operations on C,,C 1 and C2 prior to the operations
on C3

(2) at the end of

0 1' 0

3

will have internal state

which is same as its expected state because C3 is (0+1;0)
and (140;1) coupled to Cot
(b)

4 ()or

J4(m) cannot sensitize the fault at the end of the

march element since C3 has no transition or stuck-at faults
so C3 will be written correctly and no further change can
be made on C3
(c) R4f(m)' cannot sensitize the fault before C3 is read ina the

march element since C3 is (041;1) coupled to C.
(d)

cannot sensitize the fault before C3 is read in the march_
element since C3 is (l1-W;O) coupled to C1 and the coupling

btveen

3

adC

Cannot occurs

2

N~ow there-are no more mairch elements to be considered other than

3. Ifnone of RIj~m and R4m are Included.in, the test then the
-test cannot'detect the. coupling fault 3 of Table 2, since as
"C.

shown below no other march element can sensitize this fault.

(a) .0cannotsensitize the fault since (1)C3aJ00,is
not a coupling.e.ll for -C,
.(2)

at the end of 0 ***onC 2

will have internal state which Ls sawe to its expected state
bocause C2 is (0O4l#O), and (140;l)*coupled to, C.
44

(b)

~Yor:W cowt. seasitcU -the -faultt the. and of the

-~~

-'

-~

'

2-7

'7

-

--

march element since C2 has no transition faults or stuckat faul ts so C2 will be written correctly and no further
change can be made on C2.
(c) RtjL(2m) or R~t(2m) cannot sensitize the fault before C~, is
read in the march element since C2 is (0,l40) and (1l60;1)
coupled to C1 .
Now there are no more march elements to be considered other than

R+(2m) and RlAUm).
4. 5. 6. For the march el~ements in 4. 5. and 6. of Table 2, same

proofsa as 1. 2. and 3. can be made by simply changing the order.
of operations and the order of the addresses of those cells into
opposite order.
Nov if an irredundant complete march test does not Include any one

of the six different types of march element then the test Is not
comaplete any longer.

Theorem 2:& A lover bound on the number of memory operations In cornplate march test for Categlory I coupling faults of a memory with.N

cells,, 44l tinder the assumption of absence Of transition -iand stuck-,
at faults is 1
Prof:

Since at power up all the cells of. aaeory under test toul

to
"ontain oue or zero -*a Irredundant comec

Jt, (,

j 1t.0 iY

(a
4

nds W4*(a)

arcs

Wth -a

eowlu ftuUt 3: of Isbis1 will. not.'bt sestzd

c

v-2

us

eo

0,P the
OPO or. 6ore

operations have to be added to detect the coupling faults 3 of Table
2. This can be minimally done by letting either m1 or m2 to be 1.
In a similar manner we can conclude that eit~her N4 and m5 should be 1.
This implies that fourteen memory operations have to be included in
any irrediindant complete march test algorithm.
Q.E.D.
3.

Mnimal Comlete j3,ri Test

Vie lover bound of Theorem 2 was proved by assuming that the
memory under test initially contained identical value in all cells at
power on.

However, the algorithm given below will be shown to detect

all Category I coupling faults and still require only 14N operations,
even when the memory under test is not initialized to an all zero or

an allione state.
Definition 16:
RW W v
b'9

x

Algorithm~ A is a sequence of march elemental RW_

WR RU WC

where each march elem_ýnt Is denoted a

1

,114

respectively.

M~

Theorem 3:

Algor~ithm A is a minimal vomplete march'test for Categry

I coupling faults in a meoy with four or more cells under the
of-absence of transitiou ead stuck-at faults*

*assumption
Proof!

Let the aIpparent states of the cells. C, C1 9040ICN-2. C141

in the memory-under test when read atao H

eX, 1

.X

4

Xv,
espectively.&

1. Let C~be a yametricially coupled to some cells vith addresses
lower thanI.i, sod lot C be the. h~hs
of Ciwith- < i.

2

drSe oulg cell.

'3

(a) IfC1 is* 1iX
.j1;a) coupled to Cj aeXi or Xiv, and Ci may
or may not be (i1,X1 ;b) coupled to Ci. b-X1 or Xi. Then
since the last write operation on C changes the content of
C ifro
X toX in H as well as in M42. Ci will be read
with I in both the march elements.
(b) If C1 iisoniy (Xi -)X1 ;b) coupled to CP,bwX i or Xi, then we
will read Ci with b in 14i as well as in M42 since each of M
and M2 has a write operation which changes the coi~tenIZ Of
C from X to X
But the expected state of Ciin M4I is different from the expected
state of C1L in M2.

Therefore, the fault will be detected by

A~lgorithm As
2. Let -C
1 be asymmetricall1y coupled to some cells with addresses
higher than I.t and let C be the lowest addressed coupling cell
Of C1,3>.

Ue can have similar proof as. in: I-by.using M4 and

OZ
114 'a Pteof

and M

3.4- INodfiiat~on antd Cosent
We next consider stuck-at anid ttansiti~on faults.
US

3 All, istuck-at: faults,villbet etected by Algovitha-A under
the
auapt1n ofthe absane aftwtaavitto als

tot evtry, cell -to the ewoory under testt, expooted scat* of
the call iaNl~1 if~n from the.expacte4 state' o0 ths,'cell .it
'Pof

.30

But existance of stuck-at fault in a certain cell will result in two
identical apparent states In M1 and M2.

Therefore$ the fault will

be detected.
Q.E.D.
To detect transition faults in the memory, two additional read
operations are required in Algorithm A. The resulting modified
algorithm is RW CRWcRWC RUWcW
memory operations.
Theorem 4:

RWcW CWc R CWc, which requires 16N

We will call this algorithm Algorithm AT,

Algorithm AT detects all stuck-at faults, transition

faults and Category I coupling faults even if a RAM has any combinations of such faults.

Proof:

Whenever a RAM
has stuck-at faults, Algorithm AT will detect
-.

them regardless of the presence of-transition faults.and Category I
coupling faults since stuck-at faults will not be changed further by

ot~her faults anci In-the Ailgovithm each cell Is read vith each of two'
dOfforent expected states-. 'If'the IMA contains tr~ansition faults.
&A4d may or may not contain Category Z coupling faults then the
trai~sition faults will be detected -in
A of Algorithm AT &Lur~e
coatents of each call Lis -read Jmmedistelyý aftear each of cbs ft t.

two tradsitions in K1 Because of Theorem 3, .11 Categoty 1 coupling
faults will .*a detteted-by Alsorithm AT'sincectht tuo-extra teadS
Operatioas in

of Algorithm AT do-not reduce the fault -detectun

apabiltity O't Algorithm A*
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If there are reasons to believe that an operation of writing
zero (one) into a cell when its content prior to the operation is
also zero (one) may not be done correctly then to detect such fault
two more read operations and two extra write operations are required
to be added to Algorithm AT.

To present this modified algorithm in

the same sequential form of march elements we have been using in
this chapter we need a new ndotation for such write operation.

Let

Wa denote a write operation which writes a cell with the same

content as it has prior to the operation,

The algorithm which can

detect faults due to faulty W8 in addition to stuck-at faults, tran-

sition faul~ts and Category I coupling faults is RW RW NWRWT
RW WI,

RW W W~

This algorithm requires 20N memory operations,

RU

In on'e recently putlished paper [243, necessary conditions for
test alUorithm which can detect stuck-at faults, transition faults
And Category I.COUPlIng faUlLS Were claluedo it-rau be easilY. seer
-hat out Algorith AT clearly violates the eanditcon 2 of the paper
%ofle
eocingall.stuak-at faulta, transition faults anh CAtsgaty I

eouplift faul'te.

In the fallowi~ng.paragraph the conditiain 2.of the

U
perand an exa-ple uhich doomn~

estist1fy1 the: ondition.2 art.,ow..

'Co~dtion2 .124i'. For every pair o . ll
'the cell: with address

transitio

(.e.,..

il)uoat ba Va."

a. transItio

I)

af ter ceall

3

el£

~.

mkes. toreod

*hich is Ia1itiatsdby the tesatin

Wbef
0
algorithw by; writing iwto- 06the e)And.

Iadj
"Us 1e4"

any further gorced o ustiooo for the followws stAtso
Antaetus~~i~

SWUaItot i
1ýi4

sake
e

I

(a)

cell i in state 0, cell j making a 0 4 1 transition,

(b)

cell I in state 1, cell j making a 0 + 1 transition,

(c)

cell i in state 0, cell j making a 1 4 0 transition, and

(d)

cell i in state 1, cell j making a 1 4 0 transition."

To make our discussion easy to understand, let the memory have zeros
in all the cells when the memory is powered up.
Algorithm AT the pair of memory cells C and C

-i

case (b) of condition 2 and if

If j<i then in
do not go through

IM

i<j then in Algorithm AT the pair of

memory cells do not perform the case (d) of condition 2.

Therefore

Altorithm AT clearly violates the condition 2 of the paper.

,

In this chapter we have so far concentrated on Category I

coupling faults.

The algorithms given can be shown to detect many

Category II coupling faults.

•Several different algorithms (some

requiring fewer operations than Algorithms A and AT)

can be derived to

detect large subclasses of Categories II and III coupling faults.
But at this time no new algorithm to detect all Categories I
coupling faults has been found.

and IIl

The difficulty in deriving such

algorithm5 lies in the difficulty of detecting all symmetric
coupling faults.

?i,
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CHAPTER IV
TEST ALGORIT1H4S FOR PATTERN4
SENSITIVE FAULTS

4.1

Neighborhood Model

As was pointed out in Chapter II the choice of neighborhood is
the most critical factor in developing practical teat...lgorithm for
pattern sensitive faults.

To determine a size of neighborhood which

Is small enough to be employed in developing reasonably short test
algorithms as well as good enough to cover most probable patteru
sensitive faults in the memory we will take advantage of the know-

ledge of device geometry and operational principle of moat of currently available RAMs (7v 16].
Basically most of the densely packed RA~s have two-dimensional
amory cell array 11# 4, 10s 18, 28t 313.

One typical meamo ry call

array of single-transistor cells with sense amplifieow is shown in
Figure 3 (10, 28].

Even though there are many technical variations

Mn operational ~principrle. of accessing. memory cells to store data
in the smery calls and to read data from the memory cellas, one
basic ptinciple of accessing xamozY cellslis common to all the
densely packed RAMs avsilabibe, which is *that'whenever a memory cell

Is -to.be accessed, the column-'
4belougs.

to ate

the rov Wich the aewry call

be,:*
a -bseito

js~va
tIl, 10p 18* 283.

The cel.

j:

.34
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IP,

Word Line

alls

CaI
Word Line
T

-

isCv

AA

Bit

Bit

Bit

Line

Line

Line

4;JY.-----'-

in the crossing of the row and the column is the one fully activated
Since the purpose in this chapter is

by this selecting process.

finding prop-.r test algorithms for patterr sensitive faults we will
not consider the operational principle of peripheral circuitry in a
RAM chip, which is peculiar to each chip depending on the design
technique employed in manufacturing ?rocess.
The'most probable causes of pattera sensitive faults in

RAMs are the charge leakage of memory cells and the effect of parasitic capacitance coupling on memory cells [1, 18, 22, 28], where the
charge leakage could be caused by subthreshold current in the thick
oxide separating one storage cell from another, by low field threshhold voltage, or by sneak paths- created by an incorrect clock
sequence [ 271.
It has earlier been suggested that a practical and effective
choice of a neighborhood of a memory cell for pattern sensitive
faults in a RAM is the four cells which are the ones in the top,
bottom, left and right of the memory cell as elements of neighborhood
[2U, 22, 23, 27].

Following definition of neighborhood will be used

Sthroughour. this chapter.
Definition 17:

Let a memory have two-dimensional array organization

Swith dimension n by m, where nm03.
fixed and uall it * Aj•coll.

Let a cell in the memory be

Then the Set of five memory calls

which include the base cell and its four adjacent ne•ghboring cells
which are.located to th

I

top, bottom. left and -rghtof the base

.
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cell is said to be the neishborhood of the base cell.

A set of

memory cells which excludes the base cell from its neighborhood is
said to be the deleted neighborhood of the base cell.
For the completeness of this chapter we will define pattern sensitive fault with above definition of neighborhood, deleted neighIn Definition 17 it must be noticed that the

borhood and base cell.

cells In the top row, bottom row, leftmost column and rightmost
column do not have four adjacent neighboring cells and such neigh-

V

borhood will have less than five cells but it will always have three
or more cells as its elements.
Definition 18:

Let a memory have two-dimensional array organization

with dizqension n by m, where n~mý3.

1.

If a memoty cell, say Ci, changes its contents as a result of
certain patterns of zeros, ones, changing (by writing) the con.-.
tents from zero to one and/or from one to zero in the memory
cells of the deleted neighborhood of Cip then the memory is said
to have active neighborhood Pattern ,sensitive fault MAN$F)

2. If the contents of a memory ce-U, say C1 , cannot be changed (by
1

writing) from a zero to one and/or from a one to zero due to
certain patterns of zeros and ones in the deleted neighborhood

of Cthen the memory is said to have ggienihoho Lat
tern sensitiVe fault (PNPSV).

V3.:

Ifany of the above faults exist in the seaory then the emeowy.4s.

ia koq#_9ttWM~
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In the development of test algorithms for NPSFs we ass~ume that.
(1) read operation is fault-free, and (2) any propagational coupling
faults which propagate from outside of a ueighborhood to the cells
in the neighborhood do not exist.
Let CEbe a base cell and CA' CB* CC and CD be its four deleted
neighborhood cells located at the top$ bottom, left and right of
C., respectively.

Each cell in the memory can have either static

states or dynamic states during each memory cycle.

It is convenient

to define several symbols for those states.
Definition 19:

There are four states for each memory cell during a

memory cycle as following:
1. Static state zero, denoted by "0," is a state of a memory cell
when the memory cell keeps the content zero from the beginning
till

2.

the end of the memory cycle.

Static state one, denoted by "11," is a state of a memory cell
when the memory cell keeps the content one from the beginning
till the end of the memory cycle.

3.

Dynamic state zero to one. denoted by

is a state of a memory

eel.' when the memory cell changes its content from zero to one.
during a memory cycle by write oper~ation.
4,Dnmc

tt

n

to terot denotedby

i

,zero duringa awrmoy cycle-by Write, optcation.

1-i
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During each memory cycle a memory cell can have one of the four
states defined above.
Definition 20:

Pattern of a neighborhood of a base cell CE is de-

fined to be an ordered quintuple

U, v.- W, X, Y), where us v. wo x

and y are states of CA)C~C)C

and C., respectively.

To test a memory for all NPSFs, neighborhood of each base cell
must be sensitized for all faults.

By the term "sensitizing" we

mean generating a pattern of states in the neighborhood of base cell
which could exhibit faulty situation for a specific WPSF.
Definition 21:

A pattern of a neighborhood of a base cell which can

sensitize ANPSF (PNPSF) is called an active.Anei&1borhoodjaer
(LM?)- (a Passive neighborhood pattern (flPN

)

For example, a quintuple (0 0O1 0) is an MI? since it sensitizes, an ANPSF which may change the content of base cell from zero to

one while CA C~and CD have contents 0, 0 and 1,and the content of C
is changing from zero to one.
if

A quintuple (1 0 1 1 4)Is an example,

of PN? since it sensitizes a PIPSF due to the contents of 1, 0, 1 and
1 in CA Cat Cc and CD I respectively, which cause the content of the
tel C no

*as

Ike

n to zero, when zero is written in

It can be easily seen that there are 128 distinct Al~s, and.32

HhPs*
-

ocagefo

for the neighborhood of a base cell as shown in Tables 3 and
respectively.

4.4,

I3

Tab le 3
.ANPa of Neighborhood of Five Cells

+ývIt4

A 4%44t+

B 0 0 00 111 10 0 00 11 1 10 00 01 11 10 00 01 11 1
C 0 01 10 0 110 0 110 01 10 01 10 01 10 01 10 01 1
D 0 10 10 10 10 1 010 10 1 010 10 10 10 10 10 10 1
E 0 00 00 00 00 00 00 0 00 1 11 11 1 1 1111 1 11 11
A 00 0 01 1 11 00 0 01 1 1 1 0 00 01 1 11 00 0 01 11 1

B 4"4,4. 14 1 41

/4,*4 4- 4ý41t4 44t I4,

+\
4

ý4

ý4, 4e

C 0 01 10 0 110 01 10 01 10 01 100 1 10 011 0 01 1
D 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 0 10 10 10 10 10 10 1

A 0 00 01 11 10 0 001 1 110 00 01 11 10 0 001 11 1
B 0 01 1 0 01 10 01 1 0011 0 0 110 0 11 00 11 0 01 1
ýD

0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 1

00 01 1110 00 01 111

A 00 0 0 1 11 1 0 0 001I110

3 00 1100 1 100 1 100.11 00 1 100 1 10 0 110 0 11
C 01 0 10 1 0101.0 10 101 0 10 10101 0 10 10 10 1
£

00 0 0000 00 00 00 0001 111 1 11 11 11 11 1 11

Botts

Vcall,

right.
top Cello a Bottom call C lef t cllD
to* base cell.'
2. w 0 to I transition,.4 I to 0 transition.
3. Each column with fivo entries denotes mmO AMP of a -base
10

A

COI
40'

Table 4
PNPs of NeigShborhood
with Five Cells

Top

Bottom

Left

Right

Base

Top

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

1
0

1

0

0

o

0

1

'

0

011

1

0

0

o

1

0

*1

0

4

0

0

0

.0

0

4

0

0

1

1 0

Right

Base

0

0

4

0

0

4

0

4

0

0

1

0

10

4

1

1

0

4

0~

1

0

0

0

1

01~
0

1

1

401

0

1 01

Note:

1

10'

o0
1

Bottom Left

10'

1

1. 4u0 to.1 transition,.

0
0

Iato 0 transition.

2. Each row with fivelentries dez~otes one.PN~P of a base
cell.

V
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4.2

Lower Bounds

For the manufacturer of RAMs it may be important to find a location of the fault since it may exhibit sone defects in their original
layout of the RAM or in their manufacturing process [7,

9, 11].

So

locating pattern sensitive faults in RAMs will be useful to manufacturers.

Before developing test algorith:• which can detect and lo-

cate NPSFs, we will find lover bounds on the number of required READ
and WRITE operations in such test algorithms.
tion

By detection and loca-

of an NPSF we mean that the test algorithm identifies the

type and the location of the NPSF; that is,

it identifies the base

cell effected and the nature of the affliction.

The foct that the

cells at the corners and on the edges of the rectangular array memory
have fewer than 4 cells in their deleted neighborhoods (e.g., the
cell in the top left corner has only two cells in its deleted neighborhood) makes the exact derivation of these bounds unnecessarily
cumbersome.

For this reason we will aesume that all calls in the

memory have 4 cells in their neighborhood by assuming that the cells
on the top edge of the memory are adjacent to the cells on the bottom
edge and the cells on the left edge of the memory are adjacent to

S~the

calls on the right edge.
A convenient technique to derive these lower bounds is to look
at the contents of a base cell to be the state of a two state sequen-.
tial machine, with the application of an-ASiP to its neighborhood

42

corresponding to an input to the sequential machine while the
current state is at the value specified in the AN? and
reading of the contents of the base cell -.orresponding to observing
the state of the two state machine. The following two leamas will
be used in the proofs of Theoremrs 5 and 6.
Lemma 3:

22

different sequential machines are realizable with two

states and r distinct inputs.
Proof:

For each input the next state can either be the same state

as the present state or be the different state from the present stat,3.
So 22

different flow tables can be constructed and each flow table

represents one unique sequential machine.

Q.E.D.
Let a sequential machine have two states and r distinct In-

Lamaa 0
puts.

Assume that the state of the, sequeiitial machine can be ob-

served at the and of the application of each input to the machine.

N

21

To Identify this machine fton 22 different sequential machines 2r
ob~'arvations are minimally required.
Proo!t

If we make only t observations, t

r, -then we can distinguish

at most one flow table out of 2 different flov table.

So15(22?

observations are minimally required to distinguish one ouo

V.

2

r

machines.
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Definition 22: If we neglect the entries in position E of Table
3 then there are 64 distinct columns with four entries.

We call

each of these columns a modified ANP (MMN). Also if we neglect
the entries in the base position of Table 4 then there are 16 distinct rows with four entries.

We call each of these rows a m~odified

PNP (KPNP).
Lemma 5:

To detect and locate ANPSFs in the neighborhood of a base

cell, 128 read operations are minimally required.
Proof:

Consider the 64 MANPs as inputs to a sequential machine

with the content of the base cell corresponding to the state of the
sequential machine.

Then in the presence of ANPSFs the contents

of a base cell behave like faulty sequential machine.

Hance from

Lemmas 3 and 4 we need to apply 128 Inputs and make 128 observations
oi the contents (i.e., 128 read operations) of the base cell.
Q.E.D.
Lem& 6

To detect and locate IIPSFs In a neighborhood of a base

cell, 160 read operations of the base cell nre minimally required.,
t

Proof:

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 59 except that now

we have to cousidar .128. ANPs and 32 PNPai.
Q.E.D.
~LAM 7

o generate m!114061P, 32 write.opeain
0 prcl

Rl*-11 -reqaired..
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Proof:

Since the application of an AN? requires one write operation,

128 write operations on the cells in the deleted neighborhood of
a base cell would require 32 write operations per cell in the
neighborhood.

As a matter of fact again from the sequential machine

analogy 32 write operations are minimally required for each cell
in the deleted neighborhood.

Since every cell in a memory is in

the deleted neighborhood of some other to sensitize all ANPs for
the memory, if we assume that every cell in the memory has a deleted
neighborhood of four cells.
Q.E.D.
Summarizing Lemmas 5, 6, and 7, we see that 128 read
and 32 write operations on each cell of the memory are required
to detect and locate ANPSFs and extra 32 read operations on each
cell are required to detect and locate all NPSFs., This is formally

stated in the next theorem.
Theorem 5:

To detect and locate ANPSFs in a RAN %t least

128 read and 32 write-operations must be performed on each cell
In the RAM and to-detect and locate WPM~ at least 160 read and

32 write operations must be performed-on each cell of the RAM.
In testing RA~s, the ability to j~ust detect the faults is
also important since most of the users do not have facjilities...
to fix the lokcated faults in the RAMs.

21
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To do this it will be of advantage to know good lower bounds
on the n

~~r of operations required to detect ANTPSFs and PNPSFs.

Next theprem gives a lower bound on the number of operations required to detect ANPSFa.
Theorem

6:To detect all ANPSFs 32 write and 65 read operations

per cell are necessary.
Proof:

According to Lemua 7, 32 write operations per cell are

required to generate all ANPSFs.

To

prove the necessity of 65

read operations per cell, let the 64 distinct MANPs be ordered from
1 to 64. To prove the validity of our assertion on the number of
read operations, we will consider ANPSFs of following type only:
i4f an MONP of an AN? changes the content of the base cell from
zero to one then the.MANl? also changes the content of the base cell
from one to zero.

Since there are 64 distinct KAN?. and each-of

them could be either faulty or fault frae,, there are 26 -1 faulty
patterns of 64 MANP& and -one fault freepattern of '64.)WN~fii

that.

affect the base cell in the mana'er described above. let each
of these 26 patterns of 64 IAN~ be represented by a 64 bit "binary
v to,,such that FP~w
If. theý tHOPA~

to(f o.fi

is fau&lt freeltoI

1$61 It.

and' f

01

jj *hpere

I It the th
JW

Is faulty in F. -Give" a test 216orithM with k read .opeain
it ~e
osobl-to dvdth

equience itoto. k sectionsO by discot'nect-.

USg the sequence.a4tot each read. operation.
c~eation to. the seuat

wo are comCaIn

'46.

Since At each read
the: eepctad ot

A.-I

n

the apparent state of the base cell, if

the apparent state of the

base cell is different from the expected state of the base cell
then faults are detected, c4.jherwise faults are not detected.
By assuming the existence of the type of ANPSFs previously mentioned
only, if even number of MANPs,

that were causing the base cell

contents to change, appear between two cocasecutive read operations
,l

of the sequence then the faulty MANi-a~

not be detacted since

the read operation which follows the faulty MANPs will result in
an apparent irate which is the same as expected state provided
that previous read operation did not detect any faults.
given a test algorithm and a fault pattern of MANPs,

Therefore

between at.

least one pair of consecutive read operations of the test algorithm an odd number of MANPs that are noted faulty in the given
fault pattern must be present.

Let us convert each section of

write operations which are sandwiched between two consecutive
read operations into a 64 bit binary vector such that V1 n (vi,
vi,,

...

, v 1 , 6 4 ),

l

i<k,

where v,

= 0 if the jth MANP occurs

even number of times in the ith section and vi,
MANP occurs odd number of times in the i

section.

3 if
I

the jth

The faults are
A.

detected by the test sequence if and only if fur every given Fr,
there exists a V such that bit by bit logical AND operations
between F1 and V resuit in odd number of'ones, which is equivalent
to say that the scalar product of F
assumed is one.

N,1

This implies that given V1 , V2 ,

Vk, there
V..,

does not exist a nonzero vector F1 that to orthogonal Lo each oue

A
*

and V with mod2 addiLion

.47
.
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of Vl, V2 P too, Vk

But there wili not exist a nonzero vector Pi

that is orthogonal to each one of V1 . V2 '

Vk if and only if

.

the matrix
VI
V2

Vk
has rank 64.

Therefore k has to be equal to or greater than 64,

and hence 65 read operations are now required to detect ANPSFs.
Q.E.D.
There are 464_

distinct patterns of faulty MANPs.

a faulty MANP a unidirectional faulty ?4ANP

We will call

if the MA&NP causes a fault

in the base cell in one way only, i.e., a fault occurs because of the
MANP only when the content of the base cell is zero (one).
restriction rules out only 2
base cell.

This

1~ of 4 41 faults associated with a

The next theorem gives a bound on the number of operations

to detect ANPSF8 which include at least one unidirectional faulty MAli?.
Therem7:

To detect all ANPS~a that include at least one uni.-

directional faulty MANP for some base cell, 32 write and 2 read operaw
tions are required per each cell.

PKOft: 32 write operations are necessary to generate all AMW
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as was shown in Lemmna 7. If a base cell is read only once and the
apparent state of the base cell is the same as the expected state,
say zero (one), then a possible fault of zero to one (one to zero)
transition in the base cell when a unidirectional faulty MANP is
applied to its deleted neighborhood will not be detected.

So two

read operations per each cell with the expected states being zero
and one are required.
Q.E.D.
The lower bound oa the number of operations required to detect
PNPSFs is the same as the lower bound or. the number of operations
required to detect and locate PNPSFs.

Because each PNP requires

one write operation on the base cell and there are 32 PNPs per
each b4st cell where every cell in the memory has to be a bate
cell for all 32 PNPs, we need 32 write operations per each cell.
F'urthermore, if we do not read the base cell after each write
operation then the followvipg write ooeration on the Ioase cell
will complement the content of the base cell and then the possible
PNPSF generated previously.vw.ll be erased.

Therefore, 32 read

operations per each call are also required.

These discussions

qýar

iormally sUtate

Theorem_8:

inf the uext theorem.

To detect all MPtW1,

32 write and 32 read overations

per cell ar'o teq414ri~d.

.49:
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Decause of Theorems 7 and 8, we know that the number of operations for detection of ANPSFs could be reduced quite a bit compared
with the required number of operations for detection and location
of ANPSFs.

But there are no advantages in finding test algorithms

which can only detect all PNPSFs.
In this section we have found several lower bounds which
could be used as goals to reach in our development of test algorithms.

the lower

These lower bounds are summarized as follows:

bounds on the numbers of operations required to detect and locate
ANPSFs and NPSFs are 160N and 192N, respectively, and the lower
bounds on the number of operations required to detect ANPSFs
and PNPSFs are 97N and 64N, respectively.

To obtain a minimal or a near minimal test algorithm, which
satisfies the lower bounds found in this section, first difficulty
which has to be overcome is a problem of overlapping

.ghborhood.

In the following section we will find a method which results in
nonoverlepping neighborhoods.

The following two sections are the

basis of our near minimal algorithms to be found later.

4.3

Cell Assignment

Since most of the densely packed RAMs have m by n memory cell
array and m and n are usually integer powers of two, we will as-

sume that m-2P and n-2q, where p,3 and q.>3.

Note that this assump-

tion does not necessarily mean that the algorithms to be developed

o

÷,

so...

V.-

are applicable to memories with more than 64 cells only.

For smaller

memories the algorithms can still be applied.
J) when the cell belongs
Each memory cell will, be addressed (,,,
to ith column and jth row.
address.

We call i the column address andjthe row

In doing the above assigniment of two dimensional addressing

we assume that the memory under test has lowest addressed cell at the
upper left corner of the memory cell az".:-4

and that t~he row and

column addresses of the cells range from 0 through 2 1land 0 through
2 q-1,

respectively.

Defniiou23

Le

Seven (Sodd be the set of memory cells whose

sum of row and column addresses is even (odd).
Dlefinition 24:

Let At B, C and Dibe four symbols to be assigned

to each cell in the memory. Assigniment of these symbols is done
according to the following rule,

Let (itJ) be the (column address,

row address) of a eland (i',J
--

-

~

od

1. For thai cells in 6ae

a. A Is assigned to a call whose il (Oj')
'~ ~ o
b.
~ ~ ~ oacl
~
~ hs~3 sas8e
b. B)Is assigned to a call Vhose I'
2.

Cois~ "signe

toacllneV

d. A is aseigned to a cell whose i

(2+3j') mod 8.0
43'

(6+3j'

A. A1isassigned to a call whose I' (1+3

mod 8

*'K

4.

.........................

AI--

c.

C is assigned to a cell whose i'

d.

D is assigned to a cell whose V - (7+ 3 j')mod 8"

- (5+3j')mod 8

Resulting memory arrays of size 8x8, after the assignment of
the cells in Seven and Sodd are shown in Figure 4. Following obser-

vations are made to use this special cell assignment in developing
our test algorithms for NPSFs.
Observation 1:

Every cell in Seven (S odd) has a deleted neighborhood

consisting of four cells in Sodd (Seven).

Furthermore, this deleted

neighborhood contains every symbol exactly once.

All possible pat-

terns of symbol appearances with respect to a base cell are given

in Figure 5.
Observation 2:

Any pair of deleted neighborhoods of two cells with

the same symbol in S

*

Observation 3:

(Sodd) are disjoint to each other.

Union of deleted neighborhoods of cells with the

same symbol in Seven (Sodd) is Sodd (Seven)"
*

As we can see from the Tables 3 and 4, each deleted neighborhood
of a base cell has to be sansitized with 64 distinct patterns for

"AMPs with the state of the base cell zero and with the state of the
base cell one, also It has to be sensitized with 16 distinct patterns for PNPs with the state of the base cell 1 and4.
M

Because

of our cell assignment, It is possible to sensitize a neighborhood
with a teat sequence for all 64 AMPs vith the state of the base cell
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D
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C

(b) Sd Assignment

Assignment of 8 x 8 Memory Cell Array

(a)
C

(b)
DD

DY

.V

C
BA

A'

(a) Seven Assignment

Figure 4.

A

B

A
-

B

D

A

(c)

(d)

F:gure 5.

As'igned Neighborhood Patterns
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S

zero and with the state of the base cell one.

The cells of the

whole memory can be sensitized by applying the same test sequence
to all the cells with the same assigned symbol since if we generate
all 64 distinct patterns of ANPs in a deleted neighborhood of Figure
5(a)

theu the other three deleted neighborhoods of Figure 5 will

also be exercised with all 64 distinct patterns of ANPs by performing
the same memory operations on the cell with the same symbol as was
done on the cell in the deleted neighborhood of Figure 5(a).
thing is true for the PNP case.

Same

Above statement can be justified

by our previous observations.

4.4

Diaraph and Minimal Sequence

To find a sequence of memory operations which can generate
all ANPs and PNPs within minimal number of memory operations we will
use several digraphs to be constructed, which have spectial properties.
There are no standard terminologies in graph theory so we will adopt
the terminology used in the "Structural Models:
the Theory of Directed Graphs" by F. Harary (131.
by the notation v 1 , v 2 ,...,

vp.

An Introduction to
We refer to nodes

We write VlV2 for an arc from v 1 to

V2 .
Definition 25:
relation.

A symmetric digraph is an irreflexive symetric

Thus, for every arc v v

also an arc v VC

i54
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at

in a sayuetric disraph, there is

Definition 26:

The outdegree of node vi, written od(vi), is the

number of arcs from v V

The indegree of node vi, written id(vi) is

the number of arcs to v.
Definition 27:
id(v )

A digraph is called an isograph if for every node vi,

od(V )j

Clearly, every symmnetric digraph is an isograph.
Definition 28:

A node-arc sequence is an alternating sequence of.4

nodes and arcs which begins and ends with a node and has the property
that each arc is preceded by its first node and followed by its
second node.

A node-arc sequence is written in the form:

v v2 *41GvU

The node v1 is the initial node of this sequence and v. is the

terminal node.
Definition 29:0

If the initial node and the terminal node of a node-

are sequence are the sawe node, the sequence is said to be a cycle.
Deiition 30:

A collection of cycles in said to be arc-disjoint if

no too of the cyclas have an arc in comon.
Two arc-disjoint cycles may have nodes in comon.
Defiitf

2io:3.
A digraph is said to be lulerian if it Is possible to

start at any node v,, travel along each src exactly once# and return
to ýv and each such oyc)4e Is called an AEulrian-Veles
iA
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We shall find, following Euler that every isograph is Eulerian

(13].
Definition 32:

A digraph is said to be .?ecomposed

into m subgraphs

when the set X of arcs is partitioned into m mutually disjoint
subsets YI, Y2 * ***" Ym and each Yi together with the set of nodes
forms a new digraph, 1< i <im.
Let us consider ABCD as a four digit binary number, where

A, B, C and D correspond to the contents of the four cells assigned
with symbols A, B, C and D in the previous section.

ABCD can have sixteen different binary numbers.

The number

By considering

these sixteen binary numbers as sixteen different nodes and by

connecting any pair of nodes at Hauming distance 1 from each other
with two arcs in both directions, we have a digraph as shown in

Figure 6.

For example, two nodes, (0110) and (1100) are at Hamming

distance two away fr-om each other, hence no arcs will be draun
between these two nodes but two nodes, (1010) and (1110) are at
Hamming distance one away from eacm other, hence two arcs in both
directions, one from the node (1010)

to the node (1110) and the

other from the node (1110) to the node (1010) can be drawn.
that there are 64 distinct arcs in the graph.

Notice

We will denote

each node with (abed) and each arc with one of (abcx),

(abxd).

(acd) and ixbcd) where a, b. c, d e{001) and x a {t, 4).

.
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Digraph of Heighborhood Pattemn
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By the analogy between the digraph and the patterns of the states
of four cells in a deleted neighborhood, we have the following relationships:
1. Each node of the digraph represents one MPNP.
2.

Each arc of the digraph represents one MANP.
If there are Eulerian cycles in the digraph then HANPs and MPNPs

will be generated within minimal number of memory operations because
of this analogy.

Since every node of the digraph has indegree

and outdegree four, the digraph is an isograph.

Now we know there

are Eulerian cycles in the digraph, but to use this property more
effectively, we will find a subgtaph with the smallest possible
positive tndegree and outdegree in each node.
the digraph into two subgraphs with id(Vi)

-

We can decompose
od(VI)

a

2 for every

V, by properly choosing one arc from each symetric arc pair. An
example of two subgraphs after such decomposition is shown in Figure
7.

If there is an arc between any two nodes in one subsraph then

thero Is an arc with opposite direction between the soe
in the other subgraph.

two nodes

Because both of them are Isographs there are

Eulerian cycles in each of the subgeaphs.

Furtheniore, for each

Zulerinn cycle in one subgraph there is a corresponding Eulerian
cycle in the other subsraph which travels each node and arc in
exactly the opposite direction.
has 32 arcs and 16 nodes.

Notice that each of these subtraphs

from now on we will discuss one of the

subp#phs, since the effect on the other subgraph can Lmodiately
be uoderstoed.

We will choose the one in Figure 7().

(

0011u~rp

0001

011

0101i

0010

)rc~oa

wpho
1011ea

r~g~.7.~ta~~aps
1001ue

*0110

000

~~~00

1101

101

*

'~

It is possible to decompose the subgraph into two subgraphs with
16 arcs per each subgraph while maintaining the property of isograph
in the resulting subgraphs, because the subgraph in Figure 7(a) has
indegree and outdegree two for every node.

There are many ways of

decomposing the subgraph of Figure 7(a), but we will choose a way
which satisfies the following requirement between the two subgraphs
of 16 arcs:

If there is an arc from (to) a node (a b c d) in one

subgrapb then the ocher subgraph must have an arc from (to) a node (a

SS

d ).

Tvo subgraphs of the subgraph in Figure 7(a) satisfying the

above requirements are given in Figure 8.

The two subgraphs

for the subsraph in Figure 7(b) can be obtained by simply changing
the direction of each arc of the subgraphs in Figure 8.
Because each of these four graphs with 16 arcs is an isograph,
there are Eulerian cycles.'

It ve choose an Eaderian cycle, say

Cycle zero, which starts from the node (0 0 0 0) tn the subgraph
Fisure 8(a) then we can have an ftlerian cycle,
starts fros the node (I

11) and follovw

complment of the correspondinr

say Cycle one, which

each node which is a

node of Cycle Zero.

Vith the"e Cycle

Zero and Cycle One and cortapoodin8 cycles which have directions
of all the arcs reversed firo

the c'ycle Zero and Cycle One

ve can

construct a cequete of mrtery oparations which can minimally Samer&t. all 61

W

But as one may notice from the prope•ty of an

is*oraph, a minimal sequenceh
wbhh can generate all 64
be directly constructed from the ditraph of

igiure' 6

]?e can
The usefulness

of our tour subsrarhs of 16 arcs vilL be demonstreted in the out,

S--•

U•-.

AV
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section when we actually construct a test algorithm for NPSFs.

conclude this section by tabuladJng the eugrapis
?WIPs and KPNPs.

We

Ln the form of

They are shown in Tablez 5 and 6. In Tab2te 5

(Table 6) the row 0 (roy 0) shows the inirial pattern of A, B, C
and D which corresponds to the initial node of Cycle Zero (One).
Row I (row 1) through row 16 (row 16) coespond

to the 16 arcs and

their ending nodes of the Cycle Zero (L;.cle One

in the order of its

traveling in the subgraph.

Row 17 (row 17) through row 32 (row 32)

correspond to the 16 arcs and their ending nodes of the opposite
directional cycle of Cycle Zero (Cycle One) in the order of its
traveling in the subgraph.

Note that each N?

is an lmue iate conse uence of the

yr

te

0

of Table 5 (Table 6)

eration f

the MANE in the

same row.
and Locatioi

Atqors

In this section we will present a test algoritna for the 4atec
tion and location of NPSFs by using Table S .nd 6.
show it actually detects and locates NPFs.
and 6 contalus on write opeiation'n
symbol how A, B, C avid D,

Each row of Table 5

cell. labeled vit1 a specific

We refer totow i .3o,jwber.

1£ 1' 32 for iabia Sand vs meter to row -1.as
i±

5

Then we will

± vhere

for Thbl. 6.

Algoritha KV
p

4

1!

Step 1.

aud'%n'Lte ovee into
Write zsroa mLO every cell in
..ry cell in Sodd and then rend :eroa how evcy cell n

If
4

Table 5
Sequence of Cycle Zero and its
Opposite Directional Cycle

Operation

X1ANP
A B CD

0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
428

29
30
31
32

M
A 3C D

0 000
0 0 04
0 00 1
0 0 41
0 01 1
0 '11.
0 1 11
01 0 1
01W1
0 104
010
0
0140
0110
1C11
1IV 1O
1 0 10
'010
0
0 01 0
04It10 0 11 0
0 114
0 1 11
A I I I 1 1 1 1
1141 1wI1
0 1
1 10'
1 10 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 w 0 0 0 0 00
0 10 0
A00
o0
A1O0O
1 10 0
1 104
1 10 1
1 1 4, 1
1 11
wI 1101
1 1
0.1 14
0 1 10
0 IVO
0 01 0
A*01 0
1 0 10
1 A 1 0 1 1 1 0
1. 110
01
10
0 1
0
0 1 00
01 0 4
0 10 1
0 141
011
1
.0
1'1 1001
0O0W
0 00 1
0 0 0
0 00 0

6

Table 6
Sequente of Cycle One and its
Opposite Directional Cycle

MPNP

MANP

Operation
A

B C D

A B C D

1 11
1 1 0
1 0 0
0
1
0
1 0 01

0
0
0
0
11
1
1

I

1 1 1 4'
I
* 0
I
0 0
I0
1
1 00 1O1
41 1

8

v
0

0
*

0
0

0 0
1 0

1

*

1 001 10

1

1
_11

1
o *I
1 0 0 k

4
6
f

0 l
0 1

00 0 1
1 0 0 0

72-g
+0011, 0 0 11l

IA

0O 1 1
16 14 1 1
17 10 1 1
*0101
;0 004'0
A40 00

vl1401

z.

1.
J01
10 *0

*12

.O1
H

0~

32

1
1
1
0
0
1

01 1
0 1 1
0 1 1
0110
00 0
a0 0

a110 1

1

0001
1 0210
1 00 0

I * 00 1 AO0G
111*40 1 11 0
II I
1 1*.11#

,104
-,

+

•

S

even

Step 2.

and read ones from every cell in Sodd.

od

Do the following:
(a)

Set i-1.

(b)

Do the oepration i on Seven'

(c)

Read all the cells written in (b).

(d)

Read all the cells in Sodd'

(e)

Do the operation I on S

(2) Read all the cells written in (e).
(g)

Read all the cells in S

•h)

Increment i by one.

(i)

If 1-33 then go to (j), otherwise~go back to.(b).

,•)

Reset i1-3.

even

(k)- Do the operation 1 on S

even

(1) Read all the cellu written in (k).
(a) Read all the cells in Sodd

"(u) Do the operatioa I on Sodd

4

(o)

Read all the cells written In (a).

(p)

Read all the cells in S.

(q)

increment I by one.

(r)

If iw33 then go too (a), othelvise go to (t).

::•+(a)

Reset il-and go to (k),
If L-13 then go to next step, otherwise go to (k).

(t)
Step 3.

.i

Vrite zeros into every cell Lu S
every cell ti

S

and S

odd

+: ,;•

even

":65
•

.

+

,

.

•

.

.

'

.

.+

then read zeros frow

Step 4.

Do the following:
(a)

Set ij1.

(b)

Do the operation i on Seve.

(c) Read all the cells written in (b).
(d)

Read all the cells in S od.

(e)

Do the operation i on Sodd*

(f)

Read all the cells written in (e).

(g) Read all the cells in Seven*
(h)

Increment i by one.

(W) If I-33 then go to (i),

otherwise go back to (b).

(4) Reset i-13.
(k)

Do the operation i on Seven*

(1)

Read all the cells written in (k).

(u)

Read all the cells in Sodd*

(n)

Do the operation i on Sodd*

(o)

Read all the cells written in (n).

(p)

Read all the cells in S

(q)

Increment i by one.

(r)

If 1-33 then go to (a), otherwise So to (t).

(a) Reset 1-1 then to to (k).
(t)
Theorm 9:

If 1-13 then the test is done,

otherwise go to (k).

The algorithm NPSF is a sufficient test to detect and

locate all NSFs in the mmory.

-.

H

I6

,

S..6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Proof•

We will prove the theorem for all ANPSFs and then the case
According .:o the observations in

for all PNPSFs will be proved.

Section 4.3, for each base cell in Seven IS odd) all the

cells

Furthermore, union

in its deleted neighborhood are in Sodd (Seven).

of the deleted neighborhoods of cells with the same symbol in Seven
(S

is

(Se

).

So each cell, i.:"

the same symbol in Seven

(Sod) can be regarded as a cell in a -,.Aleted neighborhood of four
different base cells in So

od

(Se

even

) as well as a base cell whose

deleted neighborhood has all four cells in the Sodd (Seve).
1.

Because of the analogy between

ANPSFs detection and location:

the KANP and the arcs of Figure 6, all 64 KMIPs can be generated
by applying the sequences of operations of Tables 5 and 6.
Algorithm NP$F,

In

we are applying the sequences of operations of

Tables 5 and 6 twice for a deleted neighborhood of each cell in
the memory:

Once in step 2 and

in step 4.

another

Now

it is clear that all MANPs are generated twice In the algorithm

so only thing remainad to be shown is that for each KANP generated
by the algorithm the contents of its base cell contained both
zero and one.
Clain

is

If an NAP of interest for a base cell in Seve

generated in step 2 (step 4) and the contant of the base cell

at the moment the M(AP is generated,

is,

X,

00,1} then tlhe

earms KAMP mill be generated in step 4 (step 2) too with the content of the base cell at the moment the NANP being generated

i.
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Furthermore, all 128 ANPs are generated for each such cell and
any ANPSF affecting the base cell is detected and identified.
Proof:

Let the HANP be generated at (e) of kth iteration in

step 2 then the same HANP has to be generated by the operation
K of (n) in step 4, too.
through (t)

(j)

But (a) through (1) of step 2 and

of step 4 P7form two different sequences of

operations on Seven:

one is the sequence of Table 5 and the other

is the sequence of Table 6.

Since Table 5 and Table 6 have

states of each cell exactly complement to each other, the read
operations on the base cell in (g) of step 2 following operations
ko

Sodd and in (p) of step 4 following operations k on Sodd*

vill shw two complementary contents of the cell. otherwise the
fault In detected and located.

Therefore, every base cell in

Is in two complementary states in each of step 2 and step
ieven
4 for the same HANP.

The fact that all 128 AIPo are executed

follows from the orgients above and Tables 5 and 6 and from the
fact that each cell that vatwritten into at each step and the
cells that are potentially affected by such writes due to ANPS~a
are read.

We conclude that every AMPS? affecting a base call in

SSe

Is detected and identified.

By a similar clain and proof it can be shown that for every
bass cell In Soddall the 128 AMN]

are executed and all ABPSFs

are detected and located.
l2.wiPSF
detection and locatlt,:

It is

u1ffiiemt to shen that a

withScell
each of four~synbola hasal
81 6 NIH?.c when it perform
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W

zero to one (one to zero) transition.

Because of the symmetry

among the four symbols A, B, C and D, the Observations 1, 2 and
3 in Section 4.3 and the symmetry of the cycles represented by

Tables 5 and 6, we will only prove the theorem explicitly for
the case of a cell with symbol A and a zero to one transition on

this cell.

The remaining cases follow due to the symmetries

mentioned above.
Let an 11PNP be denoted by an ordered quadruple (uvwx),

where u, v, w and x are the contents of the cells with symbols
As B, C and D in the deleted neighborhood, respectively.
Each of the 16 MPNPs is

applied to the deleted neighborhood

of a cell in Sven with symbol A which is performing a zero to

one transition as following.:
(1) (0000) at the operation -- of (k) in Step 4.
(2) (0001) at the operation 26 of (k) in Step 4.
(3)

(0010) at the operation 24 of (b) in Step 4.

(4)

(0011)

at the operation 15 of (k) in Step 4.

(5) (0100) at the operation 18 of (b) in Step 4.
(6) (0101) at the operation

9 of (k) in Step 4."21

(7)

7 of (b) in Step 4.

(0110) ac the operation

(8) (0111) &t the operation 12 of. (b) in-Step 4.
(9)

(1000) at the operation 12 of (b)

in Step 2.

"(10) (1001) at the operation

7 of (b) in Step 2.

(11)

(1010) at the operation

9 of (k) in Step 2.

(12)

(1011) at r.he operation 18 of (b) in Step 2.
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(13) (1100) at the operation 15 of (k) in Step 2.
(14)

(1101) at the operation 24 of (b) in Step 2.

(15)

(1110) at the operation 276 of (k) in Step 2.

(16)

(1111) at the operation 21- of (k) in Step 2,

Each of the 16 HPNPs are applied to the deleted neighborhood

of a cell in Sodd with symbol A which is performing a
zero to one
transition as following:
(1) (0000) at the operation 12 of (n) ia Step 2.
(2) (0001) at the operation

7 of (n) in Step 2.

(3) (0010) at the operation V of (e) in Step 2.
(4) (0011) at the operation 18 of (n) in Step 2.
(5)

(0100) at the operation TY of (e) in Step 2.

(6) (0101) at the operation 24 of (n) in Step 2.
(7) (0110) at the operation W& of (e) in Step 2.
(8)

(0111) at the operation

TIC

of (e) in Step 2.

(9) (1000) at the operation 21 of (e) in Step 4.
(10) (1001) at the operation 26 of (e) in Step 4.
(11) (1010) at the operation 24 of (e) In Step 4.
(12) (1011) at the operation 15 of (e) in Step 4.
(13) (1100) at the operation 18 of (e) in Step 4.

I

(14) (1101) at the operation

9 of (n) in Step 4.

(15)

7 of (e) in Step 4.

(1110) at .the operation

(1111)
S(16)at the operation 12 of (e) •n Step 4.

iL

Furthermore, if a cell has ANPSFs and PNPSFs at the same time
then we can still identify each of these faults and locate the
faults since each of ANPs and PNPs is individually generated for
each cell and each of the potentially affected cell is read immediately after the generation of each pattern.

Therefore, all NPSFs

are detected and located by Algoritlhnm NPI'-..
Q.E.D.
The number of operations required for the application of
Algorithm NPSF is 195.5N of which 3.5'i operations are for the
purpose of initialization and reset.

Since 192N memory operations

are minimially required to detect and locate all NPSFs, Algorithm

NPSF is a near-minimal algorithm.
In the remainder of this section we will pr~aent test algorithms which can detect and locate each of ANFSFs and PNPSFs as
two separate algorithms.
Algorithm Pt4PSF
Do the same procedures as Algorithm NPSF except (d), (g)o
(a) and (p) of Step 2, and (d). (g), (a) and (p) of Step 4.

Algorithm PNPSF can detect and locate all PldPS-Fe.

Theorem
Proof:

Proof is similar to the proof for VPNSF# in the proof

of Theorem 9.

W.

i

Q.E

Algorithm PNPSF requires 33.5N write operations and 34N read
operations including initialization and reset.
Before presenting an algorithm for detection and location of

ANPSFs, we will reorder the operations in Table 6 as following: (1)
if k3..kl2 then the operation I of Table 6 becomes operation 1+52, and
(2)

if

l30<32 then the operation i of Table 6 becomes operation 1+20.
Algorithm ANPSF

Step 1. Write zeros into every cell in Seven and then write zeros into
every cell in S

Next read zeros from every cell in Seven

odd*'ve

Step 2.

Do the following.
(a)

Set i-I.

(b)

Do the operation i ou Seven and then read all the cells
in Sdd.

(c)

Increment 1 by one.

(d)

If

(e)

Reset i&-l.

(i)

Do the operation I on S'd and then read all the cells

n113 then So to. (e), otherwise go to (b).

*(g) Icr-mont i by one.
otherwise go toC(f).

(h)

If t-63 then so to (i)#

(I)

Reset 11413.

(j)

Do the operation I on S

evea"

and thmn read all tbA cells

Sodda
an
(k)

Increment I by one.

,.(1) If t

thete go to next stop, otheritse go to (J).

7.

Step 3.

Do the following.
(a)

Set i-l.

(b)

Do the operation i on Sod.

(c)

Increment i by one.

(d)

If 1-13 then go to (e), otherwise go to (b).

(e)
(f)

Read zero from each cell in S
Do the operation ± on Svneven

(g)

Increment i by one.

(h)

If

(1)

Read one from each cell in Soda and reset i-3.

(J)

Do the operation i on S

(k)

Increment i by one.

(1)

If

(m)

Read zero from each cell in S

Theorem 11:

i-65 then go to (1),

1-65 then go to (m),

and reset i=l.

otherwise go to (f).

otherwise go to (J).

The algorithm ANPSF ia a sufficient test to detect and

locate all AP.SFs in the memory.

Proof:

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 9, except that now

we only consider ANPSP&.

-.4

Q.E.D.
The algorithm ANPSP requires :161.5N tum.ry operations compared
with minimal requirement of 16ON me•ory oparations so it
close to the minimum.

is also

4.6 Detection Algorithms
It

is

common to most u3ers of RAvs that they test RAMs to detect

the faults not to locate the faults, so finding algorithms which can
detect ANPSF and NPSF with shortar test lengths is

worthwhile.

In the

algorithm given below the renaming of the rows of Table 6 as given on
page 72 Is assumed.

Algorithm DA!PSF
Step 1.

Write zeros into every cell of S even and then write zeros in
every cell of Sodd*

Step 2.

Next read zeros from every cell in Seve",

Do the following.

(a)

Set i-l.

(b)

Do the operation i on Seven and then read all the cells
in Sodd.

(c)

Ineremetnt i b7y one.

(d)

If im65 then go to (q),

(0)

Resin i-l,

Dothe
W(f)
operation i on

otherwisu go to (b).

dd and the( read all the cellu

in S
(g)

lerom~nt I 4y oo01.

01)

It 1-6

Chou 8C.- to Mxt. StO'P, Otherwise go to

Stup 3.

Write onv.c into

Step 4.

Do thefollowig,.

iwvery

Call of S

(a) set i-1
(b)

W the

(C)

tlherement

)PeraL

i0tvL 4

i by one.
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i)

(d)

If

i=13 then go to (e),

(e)

Read a cne from every cell in Seven.

(f)

Do the operation i on S
even

(g)

Increment i by 1.

(h)

If

i=65,

otherwise go to (b).

then let i=l and go to (f) and if

f=13,

go to

(j), otherwise go to (f).
(j)

Read a one from every cell in Sodd.

(k)

Do the operation i on every cell in Sodd.

(1)

Increment i by 1.

(m)

If

(n)

Read a one from every cell in Seven

(o)

End.

Theorem 12:

Proof:

If

i=65,

then go to (n),

otherwise go to (k).

The algorithm DANPSF can detect all ANPSFs in

the memory.

an MANP with base cell containing zero results in a fault

then it will be detected at step 2 regardless of the existance of the
fault caused by an MANP with base cell containing one.

If no faults

are detected in step 2 and an MANP with base cell containing one
results in a fault then it will remain and be detected at
step 4 since no ANPSFs with base cell containing zero exist.
Q.E.D.
The algorithm DANPSF requires total of 99.5 memory operations.
If we compare this number with 97N for minimal required operations,
the length of the algorithm is close to the minimum.
As we can find in most of the recent literature [3,6,9,11,16]
it is more probable in RAMs that a fault may occur in one direction,
either zero to one or one to zero.
are of interest.

75

Therefore unidirectinnal ANPSFs

Tha algorithm given below detects the faults covered by Theorem 7.

Algorithm UANPSF
Step 1. Write zeros into every cell of S even and then write zeros into
every cell of Sodd*
Step 2.

Step 3.

Read zeros from every cell in

Do the following.

(a)

Set i=l.

(b)

Do the operation i on S

(c)

Increment i by one.

(d)

If i=65 then go to (e), otherwise go to (b).

(e)

Read zeros from all the cells in Sodd*

(f)

Reset i=l.

(g)

Do the operation i on Sodd*

(h)

Increment i by one.

(i)

If i-65 then go to (J), otherwise go to (g).

(J)

Read zeros from all the cells in Seven*

Write ones into every cell in Seven and read zeros from
every cell in Sodd.

Step 4.

Do the following.

(a) Set i-il
(b) Do the operation i on Sodd
(c)

Increment i by one

(d)

If

i <

64 go to b

(e) Read one from every call in Sodd
4

*

'I

1

7

76
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Seven'

~

Step 5. Write zeroes into every cell in Seven and then write ones
into every cell in Sodd.
Step 6.

Do the following.
(a)

Set i=l

(b)

Do the operation i on S

(c)

Increment i by one

(d)

If

(e)

Read one from every cell in Sdd

Theorem 13:

i < 64 go to b

The algorithm UA.NPSF is

of ANPSFs in a RAM if

whenever it

is

a sufficient test for detection
faulty then there exists at

least one unidirectional faulty7 MANP for some base cell.
The algorithm requires 34.5 write operations and 3 read operations
per each cell and 2.5 of the write and two of the read operations are
for initialization and reset.

From Theorem 7 the algorithm is

also

found to be near minimal.
The near minimality of the algorithms presented in

this chapter

is based on the assumption that every cell in the memory has 4 cells
in its deleted neighborhood.

If we take the cells at the corners and

on '.he edges of the rectangular array memory into account then the
e•tual lower bound on the number of required operations for each fault
coverage will be less than the one given in Section 4.2 by O(N 1/2)
operations.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

5.1

Summary

In the areas of testing large scale integrated circuit random
access memories, inadequacies in most of currently available test
algorithms which can efficiently test large scale integrated circuit
random access memories, memory faults were divided into functional
faults, pattern sensitive faults and DC parametric faults.
Coupling faults turned out to be a type of functional faults
which required impractically long test sequence.

Functional coupling

faults are classified into symnetric coupling faults and asymmetric
By use of these two types of coupling faults we

coupling faults.

devided the coupling faults into three categories.

March type test

has a few advantages over other types of tests in testing functional
faults.

By assuming that only the march type operations are used in

test algorithms to test coupling faults, we found a lower bound on
the number of operations which can detect Category I coupling faults.
By finding some crucial necessary conditions in testing a memory of
four cells we determined sets of required march elements.

From the

sets, a minimal test sequence, Algorithm A, was found and shown to
be sufficient.

Algorithm A is a minimal march test which can detect

all Category I coupling faults.
for broader fault

Several modifications of Algorithm A

models were developed.

78

Overlapping neighborhood problem together with determination of
proper neighborhood type was the main diff!culty in
cal test algorithm for pattern sensitive faults.

finding a practi-

A neighborhood of

five cells, which includes a base cell and its four adjacent cells
which are located to the top, bottom,

left and right of the base

cell were suggested earlier as a reasonable choice for pattern sensitive faults [271.

Two categories of pa-ern sensitive faults for

this neighborhood were defined and near minimal algorithms to detect

and locate these faults were found.

A

79
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APPENDIX A:
A Test Procedure to Detect Abnormal Access
Times in
Semiconductor Random Access Memories
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ABSTRACT
Fundamental requirements on test procedures to detect abnormal
timing parameters in

semiconductor random access memories arc derived.

Optimal test procedures to detect abnormal access times are then given.

I.

Introduction
Rapid developments in semiconductor technology have made larger

and denser semiconductor memories on a single chip a reality.

As more

and more memory cells are packed into a single chip the number of failure
modes increases and the need for efficient algorithms to detect faults
in them becomes more critical.

One of the more difficult fault diag-

nosis problems is to detect what are known as pattern sensitive faults
(1-4].

In this paper we consider pattern sensitive faults affecting

dynamic timing parameters of semiconductor read/write random access
memories (henceforth called RAMs).

N

2

II.

We assume that RAMs under test have

K > 0, works.

Problem Formulation

For the purposes of this paper it is convenient to visualize a RAM
as shown in the block diagram given in Figure 1 (4].

In some memories the

row and column addresses are time multiplexed onto the same pins of n
chip.

The problem considered In this paper is

patterns to verify timing parameters

(such as access times, write

recovery time, etc.) of RAM under test (4,5].
tend to depend on (a) data in
.

•

K•
L:

the generation of test

The timing parameters

the memory cell being accessed and

(b) address transitions or changes (due to noise on address lines,
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pattern dependent propagation delays in address decoders,
hence are pattern sensitive [4,51.

Earlier several algorithms to detect

abnormal timing parameters were given (4].

We will exhibit deficiencies

in these algorithms and then give new algorithms.
plicity and brevity,

etc.) and

For the sake of sim-

the test algorithm for verifying access time of a

RAM only will be discussed.

Definition 1 (4].

The length of time from. the appearance of a valid

address on the pins to the appearance of valid data on the data output
pins in a READ operation •

called access time, tac.

The maximum value of tacc

t aCCax

specifies how long a wait is

required before valid data is available after the address was provided.
For RAMs with time multiplexed row and column addresses the valid addres.
is assumed to be given after second half of the address was provided.
Due to variation in propagation delays in the decoder logic (which
potentially cause hazards) and noise generated in the decoders when the
logic levels on the address lines change, the following faults could

occur 141:
(a) neither the addressed memory cell nor any other cell is read, or
(b)

the addressed cell is not read, but some other cell or cells
are read, or

(c)

the addressed cell and some other cell or cells are read at

Depending on the details of realization of a RAN, when more titan
one cell is read (due to errors) either the logical OR or the MD of the

A-3

,

,

contents of the cells read appears at the output.

Furthermore when no

cells are read (again due to errors) the output could be zero or one,
again depending on the details of the realization of the RAM under test.
In the next section we give test procedures to detect excessive tacc*

III.

Test Procedure
The worst case condition for t

[4,5].

has

been established earlier

The worst case address changes are the ones that cause all

address lines to change (e.g.,

address changing from 00...0 to ll...l).

An algorithm, to detect excessive tacc,

that required 5N operations (an

operation is a READ or WRITE) on a RAM under test was given earlier (4).
It

can be shown that this algorithm does not cover the faults modeled.

The basic reason fcr this shortcoming is

that the algorithm does nov

satisfy a fundamental requirement we establish next.
Note that the fault model given earlier implies that when a cell
is being read there is

a possibility of reading more t: an one cell and

when this occurs the output is
of all the cells read.
or AND and it

the logical 0R or AND of the contents

For a given

can be assumed known.

the contents of the cells is

MA4 however it
If

is

either logical O 4

we Assume that logical OR of

what occurs then any test procedur'e for

detecting excessive t&cc must admit the followintg fundamental requirements.

Rgquiramenit 1:

If a test for a RAN requires reading a particular loca-

tion in RAM and there is a potential to unintentionally READ other
location in

the RiAM,

then the desired location should contain a zero

and the "potentially readable" locations must contain 1,
initiation
i
of

FAiD operationi for the d•.4ired

prior to the

location; only then the

A-4
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Since the worst case situation for

multiple accesses canu be dctecred.

tacc requires the changing of all address lines "the other potentially
readable" locations include all the locations in the memory.
A similar requirement (say Requiremen, 2) can be obtained for the
case when AID of the contents of the multiple cells read is

the output.

We obtain this by interchanging 1 with 0 and vice versa in Requirement 1.

Test Procedures for RAMs for Which Address Bits Are Not Time Multiplexed
Procedure A:
cells read is

(for RAis for which OR of the contents of multiple

the output).

1.

WRITE ones into all locations and let i

0.

2.

WRITE a zero into location i.

3.

READ a one from location N-I-i (note that the address bits
of location i and N-I-i are complements o• each other hence
all address bits change from their previous values thus
creating the worst case situation for tacc)

4.

READ a zero from location i (same corents as for stop 3,
and the note that this is

the stop that is

required by

Requirement 1).
5.

WRITE a one into location i.

6.

Increment i modulo N and if

L is

not zero go to 2,

otherwise

done.
Procedure A requires SN operations.

For RAMs for which multiple

Cell reads lead to AND of their conteots Procedure B givea below is
required.
Procedojre B:
Same as Procedure itexcep,

tnterchang.e 0 with I and I with O.

A4,

II

Test Procedures for R'"-s witi c

mutiplex!d address bits

Let K (note N = 2 ) be an even number (this is

in the development of RAMs).

the current trend

Let the left most K/2 bits of the address

correspond to the row address and the right most K/2 bits correspond to
the column address.

Further assume that the row address is given first

and then the column address.

Further assume that the row address is

given first and then the column address.

To create "worst case" con-

ditions for tarc we must now make the column address be the l's
ment of the row address and vice versa.

comple-

Let the address of a cell be

represented by an ordered pair (i,j) where I is its column address and
j its row address (note that i and j are binary K/2-tuples) and let
be the bit by bit complement of J.
Procedure C:

(for RAHs with time multiplexed address bits and for

which OR of the contents of multiple accessed cells is the output).
1.

WRITE l's

into every cell and set i a 0.

2.

WRITED
0 into the cell with address (ij).

3.

READ one from the cell with address (1,i).

4.

READ zero from the cell with the address (ij).

S. WRITE one into the cell wih addrcss (IJ).

v

6.

Increment I by one modulo 2K/2

7.

Set a-.

8.

WRITE 0 into the cell with address m (note that now m is a

nd if 1 p 0, go to 2.

"bintyj:-tuple).
9.

READ one froma 0h6 cell with address N-l-m.

10.

READ zero from the cell with address w.

11.

InWrement a by one modulo,

and if i 0 0 go to 8, otherwise

dove*

A-6

Note that Procedure C requires 4N + 4 /N operations on the RAM under
For RAMs for which AN1D of the contents of multiple assessed cells

test.
is

the output,

Procedure D given below is

to be applied.

Procedure D:
Same as Procedure C, except interchange 0 with 1 and 1 with 0.
Similar test procedures for other timing parameters (write enable
etc.)

time, data set-up and release time, write recovery time,
given.

can

be

All these procedures will be derived to admit Requirements I and
Furthermore it

2 given earlier.
given are optimal,

in

can be shown that the test procedures

the sense that they require minimum number of

operations.

IV.

Conclusions
Fundamental requirements on test procedures to detect abnormal tim-

ing parameters of semiconductor RAMs have been established and optimal
algorithms to detect abnormal timing parameters have been given,.
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Abstract

consists of a storage capacitor. Cs, and the
transistc.c z,.
,.nectca to it. The d-.vor referA fault model Lor failtre modes due to
ence cells on either side cf the sense x-ql~ifier
stuck-at-faults in semiiconductor dynamic random
have a storage capacitor C;, whose value is hiiLf
access meu..orics is given. Two teit proced.ures
that of CS. The cells ottthe diqit side store
to detect modeled faults are presented and their
loAc one as high volta;e and a logi. xeru as a
fault coverage is atialyzed.
low voltage, whereas the vo,_,tages corresundtn.g
to stored values on the digit side are revetsed.
1. IN~TRODUCTION
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Several researchers have proposed tests to
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cover all failure modes in a semiconductor RAP
afflicted with stuck-at faults.
Definition 1: By lo2lýl content of a memorv
cell Ci we mean the expe,:tea output wihe' that
cell alone is read (this definition allows us to
neglect the inversion !i value stored in cells
on the Tdgit side).
Fault Model S
When an address, say Ai, is applied to a
RAM no cell is accessed or more than one cell is
accessed mr a constant I or 0 occurs at the output whenever a RZD operation is performed at
this address.
Furthermore, when more than one
cell is accessed then the output (when read) is
& positive unate fuicticn of the logical contents oi the cells accessed.
III.

TEST PROCEDURES

Recently a test procedure requiring 5N-2
READ/WRITE operaticn.i on the RAN -inder test was
proposed [3].
It was prov.ed that this test
procedure deLecls all multiple stuck-at faults
in the RAIN if the output when multiple cells are
accessed is the OR or AND of the logical contents of the ac-.essed memory cells. the test
procedure is gi,.en in F'lgre 4 and we will call
it Test ProeeJure 1.
In Figure 4 RQ, R1. WO and
W1 stand for reading a ;ero, ruading a1, writing
a tero and writing a 1. respoc'tively, at the
address indicated.
proved with
The following; now result can be
regard to Test PIrceduro I uhen applied to RAa
that exhibit faults modeled by Fault Model S.

Let Sk be the union of
and S
where Sk• is

the subset of cells ".'hose ccnterzs are st,•.-at
a constanP, Skc is tze subset ot cells .icessed
by Ak and addresses lower than ,k and 5 ka Is the
subset of cells accessed by At, aione. At the
time a zerc is atte.,aped :o be read at A-, whun
Test Procedure 1 is Applied, the logical contents of all the cells in Skc will contain I.
cells in ks willcontain some constants and cells
in Ska will contain 0. If a zero was correctly
read then since the output is a positive unate
function of the logical contents of cells in Sk,
we can conclude that the output wil' be a zero
independent of the contents of Sko (these cells
contained I at test time and even if the contents of some or all of the cells in Slc were to
change to 0, the tr'ith value oi the positive
unate function will re.taln at zero).
!{ence if
Skd is empty then the output will alwaya he zero
when Ak is read and hence the iailr will he detected when a 1 is expected te be read from Ak.
If Sk, is nonempty then it in'plies thit once a
zero is written into the RA'! at Address AL, then
a zeto will be correctly read indtpend,-nt of
other write operations on the .'t\ -ind before a
I is written at Ak.
Similar acgument' related
to reading of 1 at Ak In Test Procedure I will
lead to the conclusion that either ;he fjult.
that caused Ak to access rultiple cells are detected or else once a I or a zero is written 4:
Ak, it .'s correctly preserved 4nd reproduced.
"n the latter case we have exhibited an undo;ectable fault.

Q.E.D.

The Test Procedure 2 Liven below detects

ALL "odeled faults.
Test Procedure 2:

Theorem l.: If the faults In a RAM under test
are those modolad by Fault Model S. then Test
Procedure I dciects all faults if there are no
undetectable faults in the W under test-

Prof!•

Let Si be the eot of cells accessed by
address At (ifore th.At under iault-iree condition
St A S3 - 0 and ISil 0 1 for all I ad J,
i
j).
Case 1: SofteS to empsty.
In this cese 0hen
the ,muery it read at the corresponding address,
the output viLl be a constant and hence the
fault to detected since a I and 0 are rcad at
"ch address In Test Procedure 1.
Case 21 No Si is empty and St A SJ for
Is-a 1, VY,
i 0 J. the amsue.ption inpItes that
0 oI t
- 1, and hence the only faults possible
itothi; case are thole that correspond to a uWvory cell content: stuck-at-I or stuck-st-O.
Again thesie faults when present are detected by
test procedure 1.
Cate It No S, ts eCpty and St A S, 0 0 for so"
1 0 J.
Let A. be the hi.'.- it Addrss suth thit
"ells acceeeed by tAk 4re 1or acctdaed by any

,

address higher than Ak.
disjoint subset.; Ss. S,

B-2

1. Set i - 0
2. Write zero at A1 and then write I at all
other addretsev
3. Reoad sero at At
4. taite one at AT and then write 0 at all
other addresses
5. lead on* at At
6. Increment I and itfL 4 4, go to 2
?. END
TUmt Procedure 2 requites 2.42 write and 2N
read operatlous.
Teorem._2t W/hen Test Procedure 2 is applied to
a WA4 under test, all faults modeled .y Vault
Model S are detected.
Preoft Adopting the tfotatton used to the proof
of heorem 1, ve conclude that the proof for
cases I and 2 are identical even when Test Procedure 2 ti used.
Therefore, let us asumue that
to SI. ti empty and that Si n $1 0 0 for some
1
J.
Sines the number of celIs in the matory
4-1 equal to the nutibur at addrease,. Ue coniclude
gbat there et~i4aL an address Ak ouch Ouhft every

cell in Sk is also accessed by some other address. Again adopting the notation used in the
proof of Theorem 1, let Sk - Sks u Skc.
At the
time when a zero is read at Ak, in the Test
Procedure 2, the logical contents of all cells
in Ske contain a I and if a zero is correctly
read then a zero wiil always be read from Ak
(again because the output is assumed to be a
positive unate function of the logical contents
of cells in Sks and Skc and hence even if the
contents of some or all cells in Skc change to
zero the truth value of the positive unare funetion will remain 0).
Therefore, the fault is
detected when a I is attempted to be read at Ak.
Q.E.D.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

V.
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A fault model for failure modes due to
stuck-at faults in currently made one device per
cell semiconductor dynamic RAlY was given,
Two
procedures to detect modeled faults were analyzed.
The test procedtire which detects all
modeled faults requires 2(N 2 + N) read/write
operations.
It appears that to derive test procedures needing fewer op.:rations requires a more
detailed analysis of the effect of stuck-at
faults In these RA•s.
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Contents of C1,
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